Background

Sequence labeling
•
•
•
•

MEMMs - ?
HMMs – you know, right?
Structured perceptron – also this?
linear-chain CRFs - ?

Sequence labeling
• Imagine labeling a sequence of symbols in
order to ….
– do NER (finding named entities in text)
– labels are: entity types
– symbols are: words

IE with Hidden Markov Models
Given a sequence of observations:
Yesterday Pedro Domingos spoke this example sentence.

and a trained HMM:

person name
location name
background

Find the most likely state sequence: (Viterbi)

arg max s P( s , o )

Yesterday Pedro Domingos spoke this example sentence.

Any words said to be generated by the designated “person name”
state extract as a person name:
Person name: Pedro Domingos

What is a symbol?
Ideally we would like to use many, arbitrary, overlapping features of words.

identity of word
ends in “-ski”
is capitalized
is part of a noun phrase
is in a list of city names
is under node X in WordNet
is in bold font
…

S t -1

St

S t+1

…
is “Wisniewski”
part of
noun phrase

…
ends in
“-ski”

O

t -1

Ot

O t +1

Lots of learning systems are not confounded by multiple, non-independent features:
decision trees, neural nets, SVMs, …

What is a symbol?
identity of word
ends in “-ski”
is capitalized
is part of a noun phrase
is in a list of city names
is under node X in WordNet
is in bold font
…

S t -1

St

S t+1

…
is “Wisniewski”
part of
noun phrase

…
ends in
“-ski”

O

t -1

Ot

O t +1

Idea: replace generative model in HMM with a maxent model, where state depends on
observations

Pr( st | xt ) = ...

What is a symbol?
identity of word
ends in “-ski”
is capitalized
is part of a noun phrase
is in a list of city names
is under node X in WordNet
is in bold font
…

S t -1

St

S t+1

…
is “Wisniewski”
part of
noun phrase

…
ends in
“-ski”

O

t -1

Ot

O t +1

Idea: replace generative model in HMM with a maxent model, where state depends on
observations and previous state

Pr( st | xt , st −1, ) = ...

What is a symbol?
identity of word
ends in “-ski”
is capitalized
is part of a noun phrase
is in a list of city names
is under node X in WordNet
is in bold font
is indented
is in hyperlink anchor
…

S t -1

St

S t+1

…

is “Wisniewski”
part of
noun phrase

…
ends in
“-ski”

O

t -1

Ot

O t +1

Idea: replace generative model in HMM with a maxent model, where state depends on
observations and previous state history

Pr( st | xt , st −1, st − 2, ...) = ...

Ratnaparkhi’s MXPOST
POS tagger from late 90’s

•

Sequential learning problem:
predict POS tags of words.
• Uses MaxEnt model described
above.
• Rich feature set.
• To smooth, discard features
occurring < 10 times.

Conditional Markov Models (CMMs) aka
MEMMs aka Maxent Taggers vs HMMS
St-1

St

St+1
...

Pr( s, o) = ∏ Pr( si | si −1 ) Pr(oi | si −1 )
i

Ot-1

Ot

St-1

Pr( s | o) = ∏ Pr( si | si −1 , oi −1 )
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...
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Graphical comparison among
HMMs, MEMMs and CRFs

HMM

MEMM

CRF
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Outline
• Motivation:
– MEMMs don’t work on segmentation tasks

• New method:
– Stacked sequential MaxEnt
– Stacked sequential YFL

• Results
• More results...
• Conclusions

However, in celebration of the locale, I will
present this results in the style of Sir Walter
Scott (1771-1832), author of “Ivanhoe” and
other classics.

In that pleasant district of merry
Pennsylvania which is watered by
the river Mon, there extended since
ancient times a large computer science
department. Such being our chief
scene, the date of our story refers to a
period towards the middle of the year
2003 ....

Chapter 1, in which a graduate student (Vitor) discovers a
bug in his advisor’s code that he cannot fix
The problem: identifying reply and signature sections of email messages.
The method: classify each line as reply, signature, or other.

Chapter 1, in which a graduate student discovers
a bug in his advisor’s code that he cannot fix
The problem: identifying reply and signature sections of email messages.
The method: classify each line as reply, signature, or other.
The warmup: classify each line is signature or nonsignature, using learning methods
from Minorthird, and dataset of 600+ messages
The results: from [CEAS-2004, Carvalho & Cohen]....

Chapter 1, in which a graduate student discovers
a bug in his advisor’s code that he cannot fix
But... Minorthird’s
version of MEMMs
has an accuracy of
less than 70%
(guessing majority
class gives
accuracy around
10%!)

Flashback: In which we recall the invention and re-invention
of sequential classification with recurrent sliding windows, ...,
MaxEnt Markov Models (MEMM)
• From data, learn
Pr(yi|yi-1,xi)
– MaxEnt model
• To classify a
sequence x1,x2,...
search for the best
y1,y2,...
– Viterbi
– beam search

probabilistic classifier using previous label Yi-1 as
a feature (or conditioned on Yi-1)
reply

Yi-1

reply

sig

Y
Pr(Y
(Xi),...)=...
i i | Yi-1, f1(Xi),Yf2i+1
features of Xi

Xi-1

Xi

Xi+1

Flashback: In which we recall the invention and re-invention
of sequential classification with recurrent sliding windows, ...,
MaxEnt Markov Models (MEMM) ... and also praise their
many virtues relative to CRFs
• MEMMs are easy to implement
• MEMMs train quickly
– no probabilistic inference in the
inner loop of learning
• You can use any old classifier (even
if it’s not probabilistic)
• MEMMs scale well with number of
classes and length of history

Pr(Yi | Yi-1,Yi-2,...,f1(Xi),f2(Xi),...)=...

Yi-1

Yi

Yi+1

Xi-1

Xi

Xi+1

The flashback ends and we return again to our document
analysis task , on which the elegant MEMM method fails
miserably for reasons unknown
MEMMs have an
accuracy of less
than 70% on this
problem – but
why ?

Chapter 2, in which, in the fullness of time, the
mystery is investigated...
predicted

...and it transpires that often the classifier
predicts a signature block that is much

longer than is correct

false positive predictions
...as if the MEMM “gets stuck”
predicting the sig label.

true

Chapter 2, in which, in the fullness of time, the
mystery is investigated...
...and it transpires that
Pr(Yi=sig|Yi-1=sig) = 1-ε
as estimated from the data, giving the previous
label a very high weight.

reply

Yi-1

Yi

Xi-1

Xi

reply

sig

Yi+1

Xi+1

Chapter 2, in which, in the fullness of time, the
mystery is investigated...
40

• We added “sequence noise”
by randomly switching around
10% of the lines: this

• Adding noise in this case
however is a loathsome bit
of hackery.

30

error rate

– lowers the weight for the
previous-label feature
– improves performance for
MEMMs
– degrades performance for CRFs

31.83

20

10

3.47
0

MaxEnt

2.18

1.17

MEMM MEMM+noise CRF
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Chapter 2, in which, in the fullness of time, the
mystery is investigated...
• Label bias problem CRFs
can represent some
distributions that MEMMs
cannot [Lafferty et al 2000]:
– e.g., the “rib-rob” problem
– this doesn’t explain why
MaxEnt >> MEMMs

• Observation bias problem:
MEMMs can overweight
“observation” features [Klein
and Manning 2002] :
– here we observe the opposite:
the history features are
overweighted

MaxEnt

rib-rob
CRFs

MEMMs

Chapter 2, in which, in the fullness of time, the mystery is
investigated...and an explanation is proposed.
• From data, learn
Pr(yi|yi-1,xi)
– MaxEnt model
• To classify a
sequence x1,x2,...
search for the best
y1,y2,...
– Viterbi
– beam search

probabilistic classifier using previous label Yi-1 as
a feature (or conditioned on Yi-1)
reply

reply

sig

Yi-1

Yi

Yi+1

Xi-1

Xi

Xi+1

Chapter 2, in which, in the fullness of time, the mystery is
investigated...and an explanation is proposed.
• From data, learn
Pr(yi|yi-1,xi)
– MaxEnt model
• To classify a
sequence x1,x2,...
search for the best
y1,y2,...
– Viterbi
– beam search

Learning data is noise-free, including values for
Yi-1

Classification data values for Yi-1 are noisy since
they come from predictions
i.e., the history values used at learning time are a
poor approximation of the values seen in
classification

Chapter 3, in which a novel extension to MEMMs is proposed
that will correct the performance problem
• From data, learn
Pr(yi|yi-1,xi)
– MaxEnt model
• To classify a
sequence x1,x2,...
search
for the
find
approximate
Y’s best
with a
MaxEnt-learned
hypothesis,
y1,y2,...

and then apply the sequential
– Viterbi
model
to that

– beam search

While learning, replace the true value for Yi-1 with
an approximation of the predicted value of Yi-1

To approximate the value predicted by MEMMs,
use the value predicted by non-sequential MaxEnt
in a cross-validation experiment.
After Wolpert [1992] we call this stacked MaxEnt.

Chapter 3, in which a novel extension to MEMMs is proposed
that will correct the performance problem
•
•
•
•

•

Learn Pr(yi|xi) with MaxEnt and save the
model as f(x)
Do k-fold cross-validation with MaxEnt,
saving the cross-validated predictions the
cross-validated predictions y’i=fk(xi)
Augment the original examples with the
y’’s and compute history features: g(x,y’) !
x’
Learn Pr(yi|x’i) with MaxEnt and save the
model as f’(x’)
To classify: augment x with y’=f(x), and
apply f to the resulting x’: i.e., return
f’(g(x,f(x))

Yi-1

f’

Y’i-1

Yi

Yi+1

Y’i

Y’i+1

Xi

Xi+1

f
Xi-1

Chapter 3, in which a novel extension to MEMMs is
proposed that will correct the performance problem
•

•

StackedMaxEnt (k=5)
outperforms MEMMs and nonsequential MaxEnt, but not CRFs
StackedMaxEnt can also be
easily extended....
– It’s easy (but expensive) to
increase the depth of stacking
– It’s easy to increase the history
size
– It’s easy to build features for
“future” estimated Yi’s as well
as “past” Yi’s.
– stacking can be applied to any
other sequential learner

error
40

31.83
30

20

10

3.47

2.63
1.17

0
MEMM

MaxEnt

StackedMaxEnt

CRF

Chapter 3, in which a novel extension to MEMMs is
proposed that will correct the performance problem
•

StackedMaxEnt can also be easily
extended....
– It’s easy (but expensive) to
increase the depth of stacking
– It’s cheap to increase the history
size
– It’s easy to build features for
“future” estimated Yi’s as well as
“past” Yi’s.
– stacking can be applied to any other
sequential learner

...

...
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Chapter 3, in which a novel extension to MEMMs is
proposed that will correct the performance problem
•

StackedMaxEnt can also be easily
extended....
– It’s easy (but expensive) to
increase the depth of stacking
– It’s cheap to increase the history
size
– It’s easy to build features for
“future” estimated Yi’s as well as
“past” Yi’s.
– stacking can be applied to any other
sequential learner
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Chapter 3, in which a novel extension to MEMMs is
proposed that will correct the performance problem
•

StackedMaxEnt can also be easily extended....
– It’s cheap to increase the history size, and build features for
“future” estimated Yi’s as well as “past” Yi’s.
Yi-2

Yi-1

Yi
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Chapter 3, in which a novel extension to MEMMs is
proposed that will correct the performance problem
•

StackedMaxEnt can also be easily
extended....
– It’s easy (but expensive) to increase
the depth of stacking
– It’s cheap to increase the history
size
– It’s easy to build features for
“future” estimated Yi’s as well as
“past” Yi’s.
– stacking can be applied to any
other sequential learner

•
•
•
•

•

CRF
Learn Pr(yi|xi) with MaxEnt and save the
model as f(x)
CRF
Do k-fold cross-validation with MaxEnt,
saving the cross-validated predictions the
cross-validated predictions y’i=fk(xi)
Augment the original examples with the
y’’s and compute history features: g(x,y’) !
x’
CRF
Learn Pr(yi|x’i) with MaxEnt and save the
model as f’(x’)
To classify: augment x with y’=f(x), and
apply f to the resulting x’: i.e., return
f’(g(x,f(x))

Chapter 3, in which a novel extension to MEMMs is proposed and several diverse
variants of the extension are evaluated on signature-block finding....

Reduction in error rate for
stacked-MaxEnt (s-ME) vs CRFs
is 46%, which is statistically
significant

non-sequential MaxEnt
baseline

stacked MaxEnt,
no “future”

With large windows
stackedME is better than
CRF baseline
CRF baseline
stacked MaxEnt,
stackedCRFs with
large history+future

window/history size

Chapter 4, in which the experiment above is repeated on a new domain,
and then repeated again on yet another new domain.
+stacking
(w=k=5)
-stacking
newsgroup FAQ
segmentation (2
labels x three
newsgroups)

video
segmentation

Chapter 4, in which the experiment above is repeated on a new domain,
and then repeated again on yet another new domain.

Chapter 5, in which all the experiments above were repeated for
a second set of learners: the voted perceptron (VP), the votedperceptron-trained HMM (VP-HMM), and their stacked versions.

Chapter 5, in which all the experiments above were repeated for a second
set of learners: the voted perceptron (VP), the voted-perceptron-trained
HMM (VP-HMM), and their stacked versions.

Stacking usually* improves
or leaves unchanged
• MaxEnt (p>0.98)
• VotedPerc (p>0.98)
• VPHMM (p>0.98)
• CRFs (p>0.92)

*on a randomly chosen
problem using a 1-tailed
sign test

Chapter 4b, in which the experiment above is
repeated again for yet one more new domain....
•
•

•
•
•

Classify pop songs as
“happy” or “sad”
1-second long song “frames”
inherit the mood of their
containing song
Song frames are classified
with a sequential classifier
Song mood is majority class
of all its frames
52,188 frames from 201
songs, 130 features per frame,
used k=5, w=25

error
30
28.1

22.5

21.4

21.4
18.5

15

13.5

7.5

0
MEMM

MaxEnt

CRF

stack-ME

stack-CRF

Epilog: in which the speaker discusses certain issues of possible interest
to the listener, who is now fully informed of the technical issues (or it
may be, only better rested) and thus receptive to such commentary

• Scope:
– we considered only
segmentation tasks—sequences
with long runs of identical labels
—and 2-class problems.
– MEMM fails here.

• Issue:
– learner is brittle w.r.t.
assumptions
– training data for local model is
assumed to be error-free, which
is systematically wrong

• Solution: sequential stacking
– model-free way to improve
robustness
– stacked MaxEnt outperforms or
ties CRFs on 8/10 tasks; stacked
VP outperforms CRFs on 8/9
tasks.
– a meta-learning method applies
to any base learner, and can also
reduce error of CRF
substantially
– experiments with nonsegmentation problems (NER)
had no large gains

Epilog to the Epilog

• Further experiments: (Mostly due to Zhenzhen Kou)
– Stacking works fine on arbitrary graphs (vs just
sequences)
– Practical advantages
• Feature construction: Allows arbitrary aggregations
of nearby-label features, which CRFs don’t allow
• Test-time efficiency: cascade of classifiers vs Gibbs,
etc.

Stacked Sequential Learning
• MEMM’s can perform badly
– e.g. when there are long runs of identical labels

• Diagnosis: a mismatch between the training and test data
• Clean previous-state features at training
• Noisy previous-state features at test time

• Cure: eliminate the mismatch
– Train a first classifier f to predict previous-state values
• A plain ‘ol classifier, nothing fancy here

– Train a second classifier f’ to that uses the predictions of f
• At test time: use predictions of f
• As training time: use predictions of f in cross-validating the training data

– Still have one classifier that uses its own predictions
– How to we train a classifier using its own predictions as input?

Stacked Sequential Learning ➔ SEARN
1. Use clean previous-state features to train a next-state
classifier f1
–

i.e., f1 is an MEMM

2. Use a mixture of clean previous-state features and
predictions from f1 to train a new next-state classifier f2
3. Use a mixture of previous-state features predicted by f1
and f2 to train a new next-state classifier f3
4. Use a mixture of previous-state features predicted by f2
and f3 to train a new next-state classifier f4
•

….

Stacked Sequential Learning ➔ SEARN
1. Use previous-state features predicted by f0 (where f0=the
training labels) to train a new next-state classifier f1
2. Use a mixture* of previous-state features predicted by f0
and f1 to train a new next-state classifier f2
3. Use a mixture of previous-state features predicted by f1
and f2 to train a new next-state classifier f3
4. Use a mixture of previous-state features predicted by f2
and f3 to train a new next-state classifier f4
5.

….

*Mixture of fi and fj: flip a coin with bias β. If heads predict using fi and
otherwise use fj.
For i,j > 1 you can pick β to minimize error on a hold-out set.

Stacked Sequential Learning ➔ SEARN
•
•

Let f0=the training labels (the “optimal policy”)
For i=1,2,….
–

Generate previous-state features with fi-1

–

Train a next-state classifier gi

–

Let fi be a mixture of gi and fi-1

•

If this converges (i.e., for some i, fi-2 and fi-1 and fi are very
similar) then fi was trained on (approximately) its own output.

•

If g1 (the first learned classifier) is close to f0 (the labels)
we’re on our way to convergence…..

Stacked Sequential Learning ➔ Searn
• MEMM’s can perform badly
– e.g. when there are long runs of identical labels

• Diagnosis: a mismatch between the training and test data
• Clean previous-state features at training
• Noisy previous-state features at test time

• Cure: eliminate the mismatch
– Train a first classifier f to predict previous-state values
• A plain ‘ol classifier, nothing fancy here

– Train a second classifier f’ to that uses the predictions of f
• At test time: use predictions of f
• As training time: use predictions of f in cross-validating the training data

– Still have one classifier that uses its own predictions
Solved!
– How to we train a classifier using its own predictions as input?

Stacked Sequential Learning ➔ SEARN
•
•

•

Let f0=the training labels (the “optimal policy”)
For i=1,2,….
–

Generate previous-state features with fi-1

–

Train a next-state classifier gi

–

Let fi be a mixture of gi and fi-1

This is a special case of SEARN: in general
– We can apply this idea to (almost) any task involving a sequential set
of decisions to be made: NER, parsing, summarization, …
– We can apply this to many different loss functions: F1 for NER,
SenseEval scores, ….
– We only need to get feedback on each decision…

Definitions
• Structure prediction problem: distribution over
pairs x,y (x=vector of inputs, y=outputs)
• Structure prediction problem (with loss):
distribution over pairs x,c
– c is a function c: y’! R (cost of y’ relative to y)
– Think of x,c as x,y and loss function L(y,y’)

• Search space: graph where nodes are pairs
x,<y1,..,yj> and edges connect x,<y1,..,yj> and
x,<y1,..,yj+1>

Examples
• Structure prediction problem (with loss):
distribution over pairs x,c
– x=“when will prof cohen post the notes”,
– c={c(OOBIOOO)=0, c(OOOBOOO)=0.1,
c(OOOOOOO)=1, c(OBIIOOO)=1.2, …}

• Search space:
x,<B>
x,<>

x,<I>
x,<O>

x,<BO>
…
x,<OO>
x,<OB>

…
…
x,<OBI>
x,<OBO>

Examples
Search space for x=“when will prof cohen post the notes”
x,<B>
x,<>

x,<I>
x,<O>

x,<BO>
…
x,<OO>

…
…

…

x,<OOBIOOO>
c=0

x,<OBI>

x,<OB>

x,<OBO>

x,<OOBBBBB>
c=6

• In general loss only makes sense at leaves.
• Edge corresponds to a “next-state” prediction (in
this example)

…
x,<OBBIOOO>
c=1

Example task: summarization
Give me
information
about
That's
too much
the Falkland
war
That'sislands
perfect!
information
to read!

[Hal Daume’s slide]

The Falkland islands
war, in 1982, was
fought between
Britain and Argentina.

[D+Langford+Marcu, MLJ09]

Argentina was still obsessed with
the Falkland Islands even in 1994,
12 years after its defeat in the
74-day war with Britain. The
country's overriding foreign policy
Aim continued to be winning
sovereignty over ….

Standard approach is sentence
extraction, but that is often
deemed to “coarse” to produce
good, very short summaries.
We wish to also drop words
and phrases => document
compression

[Hal Daume’s slide]

Structure of search
➢
➢

Argentina was still obsessed
with the Falkland Islands
even in 1994, 12 years
after its defeat in the 74-day
war with Britain. The country's
overriding foreign policy aim
continued to be winning
sovereignty over the islands.

➢
➢

Lay sentences out sequentially
Generate a dependency parse of each
sentence
The
a
big
Mark each root as a frontier node
Repeat:
➢
➢
➢

S2
= frontier node

S3

S4
= summary node

S5

...

Sn

[D+Langford+Marcu, MLJ09]

S1

man
sandwich
Choose a frontier
node node to add to the
summary
Add all its children to the frontier
Finish ate
when we have enough words

[Hal Daume’s slide]

Structure of search

Argentina was still obsessed
with the Falkland Islands
even in 1994, 12 years
after its defeat in the 74-day
war with Britain. The country's
overriding foreign policy aim
continued to be winning
sovereignty over the islands.

The

a

man

big

sandwich
ate

S2
= frontier node

S3

S4
= summary node

S5

...

Sn

[D+Langford+Marcu, MLJ09]

S1

Definitions
• Structure prediction problem (with loss):
distribution over pairs x,c
• Search space: graph where nodes are pairs
x,<y1,..,yj> and edges …
• Policy: function π: x,y1,..,yj ! y’j+1
– Think of this as making a guess at the next atomic
decision in the sequence.
– π* is the best policy – i.e., y’j+1 is the next decision in
the lowest-cost completion of y1,..,yj
– You can usually work out π* for the training data

Learning a policy
• A policy is a classifier: h: (x,y1,..,yj)! yj+1
• The loss of the classifier h is the loss of the
decisions if makes relative to the optimal ones.
• The loss of a specific decision yj versus y*j is
expected value of Loss(y’,y*) where
– y’ = < y1,..,yj-1 ,yj. h(x, y1,..,yj ), h(x, y1,..,yj ,h(x,
y1,..,yj )), …> i.e. complete the sequence with h
– y* = < y1,..,yj-1 ,y*j.h(x, y1,..,y*j ), h( x, y1,..,y*j , h(x,
y1,..,y*j )), …> i.e. complete with h

Learning a policy with cost-sensitive
learning
• A policy is a classifier: h: (x,y1,..,yj)! yj+1
• The loss of the classifier h is the loss of the
decisions if makes relative to the optimal ones.
• The loss of a specific decision yj versus y*j is
approximately Loss(y’,y*) where
– y’ = < y1,..,yj-1 ,yj. π*(x, y1,..,yj ), π*( x, y1,..,yj , π*(x,
y1,..,yj )), …> i.e. complete with π* instead of h …. Just
to save some time
– y* = < y1,..,yj-1 ,y*j. π*(x, y1,..,y*j ), π*( x, y1,..,y*j , π*(x,
y1,..,y*j )), …> i.e. complete with π*

Learning a policy with YFCL
• A policy is a (multi-class) classifier: h:
(x,y1,..,yj)! yj+1
• We know how to turn a multi-class classification
problem to a binary one
• The loss of a specific decision yj versus y*j is
defined
• We know how to turn a multi-class problem with
costs to a standard classification problem
– By sampling

The optimal policy

While chance of picking
the original optimal
policy in the current
mixture > small number

Cost of this decision vs
best decision compared
to cost of best choice wrt
this policy

T=length of examples x

Best we can
do

Avg nonsequential
classifier errors

“Scale “ of loss

A non-sequential search example:
summarization

• Parse each sentence with a dependence parser
• While the summary could be longer:
• Add a root node or a child of a previously-picked node
• Loss: Rouge2 (bi-gram overlap), approximated w/ search

A non-sequential example
• Structure prediction problem (with loss):
distribution over pairs x,c
– x=“Search-based structured …. ” // long story
– c=c:summary y!R

• Search space:
…

…
…

…

Summary of Searn
• Generalizes MEMM/Maxent tagging model
– Structured prediction is a sequence of atomic decisions,
each of which potentially depends on the previous ones
– Applies to a number of tasks that don’t allow efficient
inference (e.g., joint POS/NPChunk tag assignment)
– Allows flexibility with cost function as long as you can
do “credit assignment” (i.e., associate changes in cost
with atomic decisions)

Summary of Searn
• Key ideas
– Structured prediction is a sequence of atomic decisions,
each of which potentially depends on the previous ones
– Learn to make decisions using cost-sensitive multiclass
classification (YFCL)
– Train a classifier on its on output (approximately)
• Iterative scheme
• Start with “clean” data on decisions, gradually mix
in data generated from previous iterations of the
training

